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Even adults need fairy tales.

The Stairs in the Woods takes you through a journey into a

magical fantasy world while also exploring a unique coming

of age story.

After spending most of her life a continent away, Kaitlynn

Jenson has come home to Connecticut to tend to her

ailing father. But the discovery of a strange painting

above the mantle of her childhood home leads her on an

adventure to a magical world called Somalie, where

mythical creatures exist. But when the painting is stolen,

she becomes trapped in Somalie with no means of

return.

With little choice, a destiny she's yet to understand, and a

family secret to discover, Kaitlynn must

become embroiled in the battle to save Somalie.  The evil

she must face could have potentially dire consequences

for her own world, as well as the family and friends she

left behind.

Review Highlights:

"The Stairs in the Woods is author Matt Cesca's debut effort.

It's a well-written piece and should satisfy most any fan of

the genre."

-Michael A. McLellan, Author of In the Shadow of the

Hanging Tree.

"The means of transport to the alternate world, the beings

Kaitlynn encounters there, and the emotion and poignancy of

her and her compatriots' plight all lift this story beyond the

everyday fantasy."

-Helen Whistleberry, Author of Black Pine Cove

"Combining a love story with mythical creatures in an

unknown world has just the right amount of magic for this

compulsive reader."

- Amazon Reviewer

Originally from the small town of New Milford, Connecticut,

Matthew Cesca can be found in the various magical lands he

creates. He is the author of three fantasy novels: "The Stairs

in the Woods", "The Forbidden Scrolls", and "Redemption &

Ruin". He also has a short story called "Dawson Farms"

featured in the anthology "Autumn Nights: 13 Spooky Fall

Reads". All of these books can be found on Amazon and

Kindle.

The portal to the mystical lands in which he dwells resides

on his laptop, currently located in Mesa, Arizona, where he

co-parents the best thirteen-year-old son he could have ever

asked for.
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